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About This Game

Clutch is a fast-paced arcade racing game which will challenge the resilience of anyone's nerves. You play as a person who has
survived a catastrophe of the Large Hadron Collider (LHC), while everyone else in the city has been transformed into a

bloodthirsty zombie. You return to the abandoned city, looking for a way to change the zombies back into humans. The only
way to survive is to move on fast armored vehicles. The player will complete different missions: racing, rescue and more to

finally learn the truth.
Key features:

A multitude of drivable vehicles and upgrades

Many ways to destroy zombies

The LHC campus is a complete city open for exploration, sandbox style

8 game modes of racing and combat

Advanced collision and damage physics

Diversity of artifacts that affect the player and rivals
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Title: Clutch
Genre: Action, Racing
Developer:
Targem Games
Publisher:
Game Factory Interactive
Release Date: 2 Jun, 2009
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This game was released onto early access way to soon i cant recommend as it is now. I have just completed my first playthrough
of the Westport Independent. I stayed loyal to the government, always painting the rebels as the bad guys and making sure every
district adored the Loyalists. My extreme devotion cost me an employee, Frank, but I weakened the rebels' movement and
remained a popular newspaper.
While the game is a bit shorter than I would have liked, I still loved this experience. I loved imagining how the people reacted to
the articles, how this dystopia changed. I see a lot of replay value in this, to see how the other extreme and min-maxing would
work out.
If anything, my main gripe with the game is a minor one; the achievement don't have a description after I unlock them. Minor
but annoying.
If you enjoyed Papers, Please or want to see how government censorship can work out in a dark world, I highly recommend this
game.. I enjoy this game. It lived up to the potential of the first game, Princess Remedy in a World of Hurt, and it was worth the
wait. I highly recommend this game. You get to date characters in the game and they help you with power-ups, special attacks,
etc.. The early levels are quite fun and I like how you gain skill points by completing objectives. But there's a gamebreaking
bug.
The default controls are, somehow, QSZE instead of ASDF. You can remap them- but A and W appear to be used for using
your consumable powerups, and you CAN'T remap those, so you just spam them as you're moving. Honestly it's a shame,
because the controls are therefore too awkward to play.. Don't bother buying this if you didn't link your Steam account in the
past. If you registered from Gaijin\/the main WT page, this WILL NOT show up on your actual account but rather on some
crappy new Steam account.

They no longer give activation keys which you could use to redeem on the WT store page. It just gets automatically shoved onto
your "new" account. Be warned so you don't waste $30 on this.
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game is really gooood best of all the video juegos very mucho goode cesear chan. Awesome VR experience!. Meh, it's not a bad
game but it gets boring pretty quickly.
There are 38 stages, you can complete every stage in ± 2 minutes.

Story: 4/10
Gameplay: 6/10
Music: 8/10
Graphics: 9/10. Another fun Hidden object game. A dying breeth these....

TLDR: 8/10

Don't look at me like that, I don't give 9s and 10 to just any game. It has to pleasantly surprise me to get one of those.

But this game does almost everything right, so it gets a thumbs up from me.. Good old fashioned game play polished to near
perfection. I've bought this game for my C64, I bought it on Itch and now I've bought it on Steam - it's that much fun!. I'm
returning this game because it scared the litteral crap out of me. Scary scary SCARY! So...5 stars for being too scary to play?. I
like this game, Original gameplay about it, a lot of amazing hats and easy controls.. I thought this game was pretty okay, its fun
and for the price you get a lot of stages if you got a little bit of extra cash to spend and don't know what to buy i'd reccomend
this!. solid tower defense, no so grind - as predecesor royal defense.

easy and quick.

I kindy like it.

6/10. An entertaining RPG that doesn't take itself too seriously.

Pros:

Plenty of gear to grind battles for
Mobs that are more efficient to grind for gold and exp: jellyfish, plants, wolves, gargoyles

Cons:

Mapping could be better in general (needless shadows, many map and transfer errors)
Crashes quite often (save regularly)
No explanation on how to use teleport stones (none work when used)
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